Altered cell shapes in fibroblasts treated with 5'-deoxy-5'-methylthioadenosine: relation to morphogenesis of neural cells.
In the present study, mouse 3T3 fibroblasts and primary human foreskin fibroblasts exposed to MTA (5'-deoxy-5'-methylthioadenosine) were found to achieve neural-like cell shapes and to extend long, multipolar processes rapidly and reversibly. Time lapse recordings and pharmacologic studies revealed that process formation in MTA-treated fibroblasts was mechanistically related to the rapid-onset mode of neurite formation previously characterized in neural hybrid NG108-15 cells. These data, together with evidence presented elsewhere, indicate that MTA selectively reorganizes the mode of expression of a specific cytoplasmic machinery that is active in many types of cells, and which is involved in regulating cell shape and neurite formation in developing neurons.